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SEASON
OF BLISS

There is an enchanting beauty in not knowing something; the beauty of the
uncertainty; the curiosity for tomorrows and what the next day and year holds. Lulu
has always managed to fill the voids of this uncertainty with certainly beautiful events
and offerings. 2018 has been a fascinating year at Lulu this far.
After celebrating its glorious 5th anniversary in March, the mall has been bustling with
activity and preparing for a host of upcoming events. Kids made a beeline to Lulu to
beat the heat and have some fun as a part of the annual Lulu Summer Camp. Through
Sparky’s Little Star, we were able to identify talent from across the state, culminating in
a grand finale which witnessed astounding performances by the top 15, selected from
an endless pool of gifted children. The much-awaited Lulu Fashion Week witnessed
inspiring trends and season collections along with a fabulous mix of celebrities and
show stoppers. An event to look forward to is the Lulu Reader’s Fest which will bring
together the best story tellers, puppeteers, theatre artists, clowns and more from
across the country for specially curated kids workshops set alongside a reading corner
for any booklover to enjoy and buy from.
Now, we are at that time of the year where the soul is filled and the mind is cleansed.
“Ramadan is a month whose beginning is mercy, whose middle is forgiveness and
whose end is freedom from the fire”- The prophet. Lulu makes this special season all
the more special with an Iftar festival, a month long cooking contest and mesmerising
international performances during the eid week to experience with your family and
friends. We promise a never seen before sale season and Lulu Shopping Festival post
that to satisfy all the eager shoppers of Kerala.
In the past months, we have told you about Lulu Group’s long dream of taking
organised retail to tier 2 cities and smaller towns. We have just announced our way
back to Calicut with a 1000 crore plus project involving a mall, convention centre and
hotel. Also, Y Mall in Triprayar is slated to launch very soon, opening a multitude of
opportunities in our hometown.
This edition of Lulu happiness has imbibed the essence of fashion, trends and the
beauty of motherhood. Flip to read our exclusive interviews with the ever charming
Trisha and the most loved Tovino Thomas. Peek into Lulu happiness for a quick escape
from the mundane life and drop in at Lulu for an amazing day.
We look forward to hosting you and giving you more reasons to celebrate and rejoice.
Have a great Ramadan season.
Happy Reading! Happy shopping!
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NEW @
A DOSE OF AYURVEDA
NOW AT LULU MALL

Bipha Ayurveda is a pioneering manufacturer
of modern Ayurvedic formulations in
Kerala, offering one of the largest portfolio
of lifestyle remedies, health supplements,
personal care products & prescription
products. The standardised and validated
range has a wide portfolio of single and multi
herbal supplements. Visit the outlet in Lulu
Mall soon!

BIPHA AYURVEDA | Second Floor

STYLE CLUB | Second Floor
HIGH ON STYLE

Style Club is a mix and match of handicraft and home décor items. Its a one
stop-solution for all your gardening-related needs. Find some great picks in
interior décor like indoor plants, pots, handicrafts and imported artefacts,
fashion jewellery, dry flower, hybrid seeds and more at Style Club.

BEAUTY AND WELLNESS,
THE AYURVEDA WAY

Lulu Mall welcomed the well-known brand
Kama Ayurveda into its swanky environs
recently. Founded in 2002 in India, Kama
Ayurveda is an authentic Ayurvedic brand
providing traditional and holistic treatments
for beauty and wellness. Made with pure,
natural and organic ingredients, Kama
Ayurveda’s treatments are even used by some
of the world’s leading hotels and spas.

KAMA AYURVEDA | Ground Floor
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CLASSICALLY
CONTEMPORARY

The new Imara store in Lulu Mall
is a contemporary rendition of the
conventional. Experimenting with
ethnic designs, the store offers a
refreshing take on fashion, for the
young and the stylish. A line of
clothing for the new Indian woman
smart and independent.

IMARA | Ground floor

ALCIS | Second Floor
SWEAT IS SEXY!

Authentic sportswear brand Alcis is one of the latest entrants in Lulu Mall. Alcis has been chiselled
with a belief that raced ahead to become a global youth lingo, belief in a breed which believes that
“Sweat is Sexy.”
This brand offers fitness gear, which is an electrifying mix of technology and fashion, both for men
and women. Its portfolio is spread across the categories like - Running, Training, Yoga, Soccer,
Tennis.
Alcis highlights the fitness factor and bridges the gap between high-end and affordable without
compromising on the quality of the basic amenities. It’s a brand that largely uses autogenesis
amenities from yarn to processing. Alcis is for youth, yet for all. Classic in its ways, tough for the
trainer and accelerator for the runner.

EVERYTHING RIGHT
ABOUT WROGN!

Breakaway youth fashion brand
Wrogn is now at Lulu Mall! Its funky
philosophy speaks through trendy
design quirks. Each piece strays
purposefully. From symmetry and
conformity. From accepted norms and
expected fads. Each one is a voice
of dissent against the predictable.
Buy it. Wear it. And, know that it is
fashionable to speak your mind!

WROGN | Ground Floor
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NEW @
GOOD NEWS THIS
FLIP-FLOP SEASON!

Lulu Mall is now home to Flip-Flop
Hub, a multi-brand store offering a
vibrant and colourful collection of
flip flops from around the globe. It
has a great assortment of exclusive
international brands such as Rider,
Ipenama, Native and Fit Kicks which
are front runners in cutting edge
fashion. Drop by today!

FLIP – FLOP HUB| FIRST FLOOR

FOREVER NEW | Ground Floor
HOLA SHOPAHOLICS - IT’S CONFESSION TIME!

Fabled fashion brand Forever New is now in Lulu Mall. The brand celebrates the
feminine beauty of women with its signature style, flowing through every creative
element. Collections are inspired by global trends in art, film, music and theatre, as
well as haute couture runway shows in Paris, London, Milan and New York. Forever
New creative teams work collaboratively to create unique harmonious collections,
presented beautifully in elegant store environments for the shopping pleasure of our
valued customers. Superstar models such as Catherine McNeil, Cassie Davies, Skye
Stracke, Samantha Harris, Juliana Georgeson, Abbey Lee Kershaw and Emma Ishta
have featured as faces of Forever New with their natural feminine beauty and Forever
New continually searches the world for inspiring talent to showcase the brand’s
collections. So what are you waiting for?

PERFECTING THE ART OF
LOOKING GOOD

MAKE-UP STUDIO BY
ANEZ ANZARE | Second Floor
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Anez Anzare is a well known name in the
fashion industry who provides professional
make up and hair styling services for the fashion
conscious. It is the only cosmetic shop in Kerala
where you can try out cosmetics before you
buy. Professional makeup artists will help you
choose and use cosmetics that work for you. The
shop is exclusively for cosmetics and Anez has a
collection showcasing international brands like
Kryolan, Ben Nye and more.

CANDY TALES

Treat your kids to some awesome
candies at the House of Candy, at
Lulu Mall. Trust us, they won’t
forget the taste!

HOUSE OF CANDY | Third Floor

AÉROPOSTALE | First Floor
FLYING HIGH WITH AÉROPOSTALE

Browse the latest styles of tops, T shirts, hoodies, jeans, sweaters and more at the new
Aéropostale showroom in Lulu Mall. Aéropostale has always represented a sense of
adventure, achievement and dedication. The hip, trendy, high street fashion brand is all
the rage across the world and is set to thrill shoppers in Kochi too!

‘CUZ MOMMY
KNOWS BEST

FIRST CRY | Second Floor

Explore kids and baby products galore
at FirstCry.com, the big store for little
ones at Lulu Mall. From breastfeeding
to bathing essentials, furniture to myriad
baby care products, a mother needs for
her bundle of joy. Enjoy shopping not
just for babies and kids but for moms-tobe and new moms as well. With 2 lakh
baby and kids’ products, 2 million happy
customers, and 2000+ top-notch national
and international brands, you can look
forward to an unparalleled shopping
experience.
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STAR

MAKE
FOR
WAY

AWESOMEN
Through the many tough phases of her career – of being naïve and new to being judged and
jostled, and then being cornered and questioned, Trisha has maintained absolute poise. She has
stood her ground with utter dignity. She has held court and ruled over us like a true Queen –
brave and strong. In a business owned and run by men, where a woman’s arrival and departure
could be missed in the blink of an eye, Trisha has lasted for 15 years - and is going as strong
as ever. She has not slid into nondescript supporting roles, but has in fact grown powerful
enough to carry an entire story on her shoulders. We adore her unabashed laughter as she
cruises through our photoshoot without a fuss, but we admire the assertive tone she has taken in
handling the dips and peaks of her career. She has earned our love and our admiration.
#Respect!
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PHOTOGRAPHY: Sunder Ramu
STYLING: Ekta of studio 9696
HAIR & MAKE-UP: Samantha Jagan & Wink Salon
PROPS: Studio Pepperfry

ENESS!
WARDROBE:
Trisha is wearing a red cold shoulder maxi
dress from FOREVER NEW
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STAR

WARDROBE:
Trisha is wearing a red maxi
dress from FOREVER NEW
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F
“PATIENCE
AND...

PATIENCE!
IF YOU ASK
ME THAT’S
WHAT I’D SAY.
I USED TO BE
AN IMPATIENT
PERSON, BUT
CINEMA HAS
TAUGHT ME TO
KEEP CALM.
THAT AND
ALSO, TO
ACCEPT PEOPLE
THE WAY THEY
ARE. IN A DAY
YOU MEET AT
LEAST TEN NEW
PEOPLE. YOU
JUST HAVE TO
GO WITH THE
FLOW.”

rom being a Grade
A student, she went
on to win the Miss
Madras (1999) title
and dazzled the nation with her
killer smile at the subsequent
Miss India beauty pageant.
Had she won the crown
and moved on into the Miss
Universe league, we are pretty
sure Bollywood would have
swooped down and grabbed
her. That Miss Beautiful Smile
was all we needed to warmly
welcome her into South Indian
Cinema.
Forever Trisha will be haunted
by that maiden television
interview of hers where she
pointedly states ‘cinema is just
not my cup of tea’! The naive
girl that she was, she spoke
her mind with no inhibitions.
Who knew that cup of tea
would come back to bite her a
few years later when she made
her big sccreen debut! It was
a popular night time talk show
hosted by writer-comedian
Yuhi Sethu. She was fresh out
of her Miss Beautiful Smile
title. And he asked her quite
directly if she planned on
getting into cinema. She did
not hesitate to say no! The clip
that is still doing the rounds
online, showcases a young,
impressionable Trisha, unaware
of the blazing celluloid future
ahead!
In many ways Trisha is still the
same. She may try very hard
to keep her thoughts to herself,
but her sincere nature always
gets the better of her. Even
when she says, “No comments”
her unbiased honest opinion is
staring at you through her eyes.
Like when she is faced with
the “What’s going on between
you and Rana?” question for
the millionth time, she may
say very curtly “Nothing” but
the flicker of irritation in her
eyes from being thoroughly
fed-up with having to answer
every third person about her
off-screen friendships, is for

about for years to come. Yet
she managed to do it and was
careful not to give away too
much.

all to see. That honesty, is what
we thoroughly admire in her.
It’s hard to be in an industry
that’s all about putting on a
good show and yet manage to
maintain your true personality.
What keeps her sane? “My
friends. When I am seething
over something they shut me
off by laughing at me or not
paying attention. But when I
need them the most, they are
always there. They keep me
grounded and they keep me
sheltered,” she reveals.
And shelter is something she
has been in need of often.
The actress has been the eye
of many a storm, invariably
landing there inadvertently.
When you have star power such
as hers, you need to watch what
you say and do. People often
forget that behind those melting
smiles, is a young woman
bubbling with energy and
yearning for fun. She loves her
close buddies. Loves hanging
out with them. Loves enjoying
a good party. So let her go a bit
crazy and have a good time.
Don’t we all wish we could just
let our hair down and frisk out
the stress? Why should Trisha
be any different? Not that the
prying media eye ever got to
her! She’s always lived life on
her own terms.
It takes a lot of inner strength
and guts of titanium to make
a decision that you know
everyone is going to talk

When Trisha got engaged to
a business big wig, it was a
match that seemed perfect in
many ways. But the biggest
question that loomed in
front of us all was that will
she quit cinema like many
of her predecessors. Many
top actresses, over the years,
have stepped down from their
heroine stilettos the minute
they were wed. Trisha did not
seem like the kind to hang
up her boots on account of
marriage. But even before we
could get our answer for that
query, we had another question
to ask: Why did she call off the
wedding? The engagement had
been a grand event - she invited
only near and dear. So what
went wrong? We will never
know. But we definitely are in
awe of her courage to say no
the minute she knew she didn’t
want to do it, rather than to
suffer in silence.
Over the last few years, Trisha
has been on a ‘take it easy’
mode. She seems absolutely
at peace with herself and her
career. she is in no rush to
make movies with all the top
heroes, but that’s probably
because she has worked with
all of them! She is not chasing
after movies with big directors
and definitely not getting all
worked up over the number
of new heroines debuting in
cinema every month. They are
not her competition - not even
in her league. “I have never
felt insecure. It may sound
arrogant, but that’s the truth.
I have always been confident
that work will come, and it has.
I don’t look at other actresses
and feel jealous. I can’t do
every movie out there. There
will always be other actresses.
But that just does not make
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STAR
me feel any less worthy,” she
says in all confidence. And
the way she is gliding through
cinema, is proof enough that
she is not perturbed by her
contemporaries. She’ll do a
movie now, then take a holiday,
then look at a few scripts and
take another holiday even! She
is in a comfortable place now
and she is enjoying that space.
The media is often guilty of
labelling stars as No.1 or No.2.
There is no actual means to
measure who is on top and
who is not, yet these tags exist.
Trisha ruled the roost for the
longest and even now, in spite
of many successful heroines,
signing on Trisha for a movie is
considered a big achievement.
Her name on the credits adds
value to the production. “The
tag per se is not real. But there
is a hierarchy of sorts. There is
the top level, then the next and
the next, but there are no strict
dividing lines. Whoever gives
a blockbuster is immediately
called No. 1. So more than
that tag, what matters more is
sustaining yourself at the top.
That stability is what ultimately
makes the difference,” she says.
Spoken like a wise woman.
Off the screen Trisha is not just
a grounded pal to her longtime friends; she is also an
absolute supporter of several
worthy causes. The actress has
voiced her ideas in favour of
PETA’s (People for the Ethical
Treatment of Animals) several
missions. Recently PETA
has come to be seen as an
organisation that values animals
over people and culture, and
that is a whole other topic for
discussion. Trisha is a selfconfessed ‘dog lady’. She loves
canines probably more than she
can ever love another human!
If you are a dog-lover, you

will probably understand and
empathise with her feelings!
Trisha was a big support in
PETA’s endeavour to encourage
the adoption of Indian dogs.
For many dog owners, the
breed of their pet is a source
of pride. What many people
don’t know is the inhuman
nature of breeding these ‘good
breed’ dogs. Trisha played an
important part in promoting
PETA’s ‘I love Indian Dogs’
campaign by speaking in favour
of it and doing a photo-shoot
for the same. A recent picture
that she posted on Instagram
with her ‘babies’ reinstates
her love for these four-legged
bundles of fluff and drool!
Of course when you support
an organisation that is often at
loggerheads with society, you
are bound to get into trouble
yourself! Early in 2017 when
Tamil Nadu took centre stage
for the Jallikattu issue, Trisha
made the mistake of supporting
PETA’s concern for the animals
that were used in the sport. The
actress did not directly oppose
the game but raised a question
regarding the safety of the
animals. She was immediately
subject to criticism and abusive
language for being anticultural. Of course, her friends
within the industry came to
her support and the issue was
subsequently dropped. This is
one more classic example of
Trisha being herself in spite of
the omnipresent media eye!

Late last year Trisha was made
UNICEF celebrity advocate.
She is the first South Indian
actor to be conferred with this
honour. As a part of UNICEF,
she now fosters education for
all and speaks against child
marriage and child abuse. Job
Zachariah, Chief of UNICEF
office—Tamil Nadu and
Kerala, stated that he was sure
that Trisha joining the cause
would help them be heard by
more people. The growing
rate of crimes against women
and children is appalling.
In spite of several laws and
campaigns, there is next to no
change. Trisha believes that
educating and empowering
the girl child is the first step
towards reduction in the rate
of social evils. Eradication of
child marriage will definitely
reduce maternal and infant
mortality rates. These are all
pertinent issues in spite of it
being the twenty first century.
As a UNICEF advocate Trisha
hopes to create an awareness
of child rights and to support
all Government endeavours
to provide better health-care
and nutrition for children and
adolescents.
She may be a pretty face in an
industry that thrives on looking
good. But she surely knows
how to be true to herself, how
to hold her head high through
bad times and what social
causes to stand up for. We stand
in awe of her awesomeness!

“INSECURE
NEVER!
THERE ARE
ALWAYS GOING
TO BE OTHER
ACTRESSES. I
HAVE NOT FELT
INSECURE EVER
AND THAT MAY
SOUND A BIT
ARROGANT.
BUT YEAH,
THAT’S JUST
THE WAY IT IS. I
DO FEEL A
COMPETITIVE
SPIRIT FROM
TIME-TO- TIME.”

Written by KAANCHAN PRASHANTH
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WARDROBE:
Trisha is wearing a kneelength blue gown from
FOREVER NEW, with
silver metallic chunky
platform heels from STEVE
MADDEN.
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TRENDING IN
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STORAGE SPACE ESSENTIALS
Easi Store
Under-bed
shoe Box
` 1,895

Easi Store
Under bed
Box
45 LITER
` 1,595

Easy store
Boxes
with
Wheel

Vacseal
food
containers
HERE ARE SOME OF THE MUST-HAVES TO HELP
YOU MAXIMIZE YOUR STORAGE SPACE

Shop.No. 11-14, 2nd Floor, LuLu Mall, Kochi.
T +91 484 4063313, 4062313
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TRENDING IN

Red navy checks shirt
` 1,299
Blue denim ` 2,099
Bottle green cold
shoulder plaid
blouse ` 1,499
Dark blue anklelength jeans
` 2,099

Indigo graphic tee
` 1,199

Viscose printed indo
western tunic with
front slit ` 1,799

Blue denim
` 2,199

Viscose palazzo
` 1,299

IDENTITI
nothing else matters

Store located at Second Floor , Lulu Mall.
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SPOTLIGHT

A
SYMPHONY

OF
LOVE

She is loving, passionate, tender and yet strong. She has her dreams and works hard to pursue
her passion. Her family is the centre of her world and even when her battles are hard, she
chooses not to give up! Through the ages, we have seen inspiring moms or ‘superwomen’,
who manage to juggle it all with ease! On Mother’s day, Lulu Happiness catches up with
four moms who have not just managed their homes successfully but have charted out fruitful
careers on their own terms!
Text: Riya Sonny Datson | Photography: Anoop
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Costume courtesy: Lulu Celebrate,
The Children’s Place, Marks & Spencer

PRIYA ABHISHEK JOSEPH

PRIYA ABHISHEK JOSEPH IS A
KOCHI-BASED HAIR AND MAKEUP ARTIST WHO HAS CRAFTED
HER OWN SIGNATURE STYLE OF
MAKE UP.
Priya believes that darker skin tones
are just as beautiful as lighter ones.
So, while doing make up, she tries to
keep the skin tone looking natural and
doesn’t lighten it. Her work has become
so popular that it literally keeps her,
on her toes. “Giving up my previous
corporate job after moving to Kochi
was an easy choice, because I knew I
had a different calling. Being creatively
inclined, I was certain that I couldn’t
continue spending my time behind the
computer all day,” she recalls. She was
34, married and had a 4-year old, when
she decided to take the plunge! Priya
travelled to Mumbai, enrolled in makeup school and took courses to spruce
up skills! It was during her training
there that she found her true passion!
“During the early days, I wondered
whether I’d find any success as a
makeup artist, but it was my family’s
support that kept me going. My mother
in law and my husband have been my
strong pillars of support. Without them
this wouldn’t have been possible,” she
says. Her family is her priority and she
makes it a point to spend quality time
with her sons whenever she’s off work.
“When it comes to bridal make up, you
don’t get second chances. So I do take
a lot of time with each bride. Which is
also why I don’t pack my calendar with
appointments all year round.” Survival
mantra? “I am a spiritual person and
my faith helps me through the rough
patches. Being a passionate person, I
feel if you do every task with passion,
eventually, it will pay back.” Message
to moms? “Don’t try to be a supermom,
accept your strengths and weaknesses
and ask for help when you need it. It is
ok even if you can’t handle it all!”
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SPOTLIGHT

HARSHA THACHERY IS THE
FOUNDER OF THE POPULAR FOOD
E-PLATFORM, MASALA BOX.
On maternity leave, sitting at home awaiting
the arrival of her bundle of joy, Harsha
began to explore healthy and preservativefree eating options. It was then that she
realised that there were a slew of home
chefs who prepared and served simple, yet
healthy and tasty home-cooked meals. The
idea took firm root in her mind and she
began the painstaking process of putting
together a panel of home chefs who could
cater meals to interested customers through
her e-platform called Masala Box. “It was
very tough to manage home and a career
during the initial years but thankfully I had
my parents and in-laws staying close to us
so I had a support system in place,” she says.
Though Masala Box has kicked off well,
how does she handle rainy days? “I do try
and spend quality time with my daughter
whenever possible but yes, there are rough
patches when she reminds me of days when
I have spent more time with her. But when
I try to reason with her or give her extra
perks, she usually gives in,” she smiles.
Survival mantra? “There are times when I
feel I have reached a breaking point. But my
husband always tells me that even though
my daughter might not understand now,
eventually when she grows up she would
feel proud of what I am doing and hopefully,
she would admire my efforts. That is the
one thought that keeps me going! Amidst
all the mad rush, do you have ‘Me’ time?
“I am an early riser and I spend one hour
every morning working out or swimming
by myself – which is important because you
are literally on the job 24X7. I also go on
vacations with friends whenever possible. At
the end of the day, being a mother is more
important than anything else - work would
eventually take its course but mothers can’t
be replaced.”
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HARSHA THACHERY

ARUNIMA GUPTA, IS A PASSIONATE
DANCER AND THE FOUNDER OF THE
RENOWNED DANCE STUDIO, ‘THE
FLOOR’.
Arunima began dancing from a very young age.
She was working with a popular dance company
in Kolkatta, when she got married. Since her
husband’s nature of work demanded a lot of travel,
she had to give up her passion. Even after she
had her son, without dance, she felt there was a
vacuum and that’s when she decided to start her
own dance company called Aangik. Soon she
moved to Kochi where she started The Floor, a
dance studio to support Aangik. Her husband got
transferred to Bengaluru yet again and she had to
move. But this time, she realised that it was not
working out. She had to follow her heart and she
convinced her husband that she had to stay back
in Kochi to pursue her passion. “We travel during
weekends and go on vacations whenever we can
make the time.” Juggling it all? “I think my brain
doesn’t stop working since I feel I am working
24X7. But it definitely helps to be disciplined and
I multitask a lot. There are bad days when it comes
to managing ‘The Floor’ but dancing is my passion
and that fixes my mood. I don’t feel stressed
when I dance.” Survival mantra? “Everyone has
a purpose in life and we have to discover it. My
purpose is to dance.” When asked about managing
her son in between busy schedules, she says, “He
is the sweetest kid. He has seen me dancing from
a young age. When he was younger, I used to take
him along with me wherever I go. He has been
a constant companion to me and he has always
adapted well. At work, I have the liberty to make
choices and I make it a point to spend quality time
with him. But if there are tight schedules, whenever
I reason with him, he completely understands.”
Message to moms? “Motherhood is about patience
and time. Everyone doesn’t get a chance to bring
in a life, when you get a chance to be a mom,
just enjoy it. Initially you need to be patient and
spend time with your child. But eventually, if you
have the will, you will shine, your passion will
make you rise above the mundane. If you really
want to pursue a career, your child will never be
an obstacle. There is always a solution if you put
your mind to it. Most importantly, be happy and
content with yourself and try to be independent –
physically, emotionally and financially.”

Location: Crossword

ARUNIMA GUPTA
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SPOTLIGHT

PRIYANKA IDICULA IS THE CO-FOUNDER AND
DIRECTOR OF BIRTHVILLAGE, A NATURAL
BIRTHING CENTRE WHICH FOLLOWS THE
MIDWIFERY MODEL OF CARE.
Birthvillage was born so that women would receive more
options for birth in an environment that prides itself in
being high touch and low tech. It has the unique distinction
of being the only free standing birth centre in the country.
The centre deeply respects women’s choices and stands
for freedom where she has full right to exercise informed
acceptance or refusal. Women also decide to birth in
positions of their choice and get to be with their loved ones
at this special moment. They are very rarely separated from
their babies after birth. The centre preserves knowledge of
normal birth and is deeply rooted in bringing back one of
the oldest professions since mankind- midwifery.
“I work on call 24/7 - 365 days a year barring the time
I am attending a conference or when I fall sick. It isn’t
easy when you get called out at midnight but my passion
for my job is pretty intense that it ignites me well beyond
my physical capacity. I live next to my parents who form
my strong support network. My husband does have a lot
of work from home options hence one parent is always
around. I still do come home and try to fix dinner and help
with my son’s school work and often try to work from
home on the days that he has important exams,” explains
Priyanka who juggles it all.
About being a working mom, she says, “I have a fantastic
12-year-old son who has been watching me work right
from the time he was 2. He has pretty much figured out the
physiology of birth right from the age of 4, knows all my
text books, we watch birth videos together. He is super
supportive but does get frustrated when I work 72-hour
shifts but he also does understand the seriousness of it
all. And from this year, to create an off call period I have
committed on going for a family vacation and yes, it will be
a first in 12 years!”
Handling bad days? “I am pretty much a go getter and
have worked through tonnes of resistance to reach where
I am. On my tough days I de-stress the best with simple
curd rice, good music and talk to my son who always has
some nuggets of wisdom.” Message to moms? “Women
work hard be it at homes or out of their homes. You are all
rockstars in your own realms and you don’t have to prove
anything to anyone. We are born gifted to multitask. It is
also your choice whether you choose to be a stay at home
mom or one that chooses a career outside and they are both
great choices that have great outcomes. Sometimes we
women are our harshest critics and sometimes we need to
get out of that self-inflicted guilt.
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Costume and location: Mantra

PRIYANKA IDICULA

TRENDING IN
Carter’s 3-Pack
Tank-Top Original
Bodysuits Pack of
3 - Multicolor

Carter’s 3-Piece
Jersey Night Suit Blue

Babyhug Sleepwell
Cot Bedding Set - Blue

Babyhug Elite Stroller Grey

Carter’s Embroidered
Slub Jersey
Dress - Peach

Find the complete
range of baby care
needs at firstcry
Chicco Tricycle With Front
Storage Basket & Push
Handle in blue and red

Chicco Natural Feeling
Feeding Bottle Pink 150 ml

Second Floor, Shop No. S49,
Lulu Mall, Kochi.

Sebamed Baby
Powder - 400 gm

Prices on request

Pigeon Electric
Breast Pump Pro

Pigeon Plastic Feeding
Bottle With Slow
Flow Teat in Green
160 ml

R for Rabbit Lullabies The
Auto Swing Baby Cradle
- Blue
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TRENDING IN

William Penn is at Ground Floor,
Lulu Mall.
The Willam Penn store has a range of
corporate gifting solutions this season that
you will find to be classy and elegant.

Pennline Long Zip Around Wallet
With 3500 MAh Powerbank,
` 3,495

Lapis Bard Contemporary Dark Metal
Rose Gold Trims Fountain Pen,
` 8,500

Pennline Slim Bi-Fold Leather
Wallet With Hidden Coin
Pocket in Brown, ` 1,495
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TRE N D I N G I N

Lulu

TRENDING IN

Or g anic a p p a r el f r om M a n t r a

Store Located at
First Floor, Lulu Mall
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TRENDING IN

STYLE CLUB
Second Floor, Lulu Mall.
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STYLE YOUR SELF, STYLE YOUR HOME
Beyond the regular humdrum of the Lulu Mall, Kochi, you can dig in some rare and unique handicrafts from the treasure trove
at the Style Club. The mall promises a wonderful day with your family and friends over some retail therapy where you can
feast your eyes on home decor, artefacts, fashion jewellery, rare antiques and collectibles. So, next time you want to revamp
your home, stop by and browse through the curated range of handmade products and rare collections from across the world at
the Style Club.
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HAPPENINGS

MOBILE & ELECTRONICS - APPLE IMAGINE

DENIMS & CASUALS - LEVI’S

HOME IMPROVEMENT - BOMBAY DYEING

JEWELLERY - MALABAR GOLD & DIAMONDS
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Lulu RETAIL AWARDS 2018

HEALTH & WELLNESS - TONI & GUY

BOOKS, GIFTS, TOYS - CROSSWORD

KIDS WEAR - UNITED COLORS OF BENETTON

MEN’S FASHION-BASICS

We lauded our star retailers at the Mall’s 5th Anniversary celebrations in a flamboyant
ceremony - the Lulu Retail Awards 2018. Take a look at the big winners across categories this year!

FOOD - CHICKING & NILA

FOOTWEAR / BAGS - WOODLAND

BEAUTY & WELLNESS - MAKE UP STUDIO

WOMEN’S FASHION - W

EYE WEAR - LENS & FRAMES

FASHION ACCESSORIES - LEVI’S ACCESSORIES

LINGERIE & INNERWEAR - JOCKEY

SERVICES - FEDERAL BANK
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HAPPENINGS

WATCHES - FASTRACK

Lulu RETAIL AWARDS 2018

UNISEX FASHION - ADIDAS ORIGINALS

TRAVEL & LUGGAGE - AMERICAN TOURISTER

RESTAURANT - CALICUT PARAGON

ICE CREAMS - COLD STONE CREAMERY

CAFÉ - COSTA COFFEE

SPORTS & PERFORMANCE WEAR ADIDAS HOME COURT

FASHION FOR ALL - MARKS & SPENCER

ENTERTAINMENT - PVR
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ANCHOR STORE - LULU HYPERMARKET

LULU FLOWER FEST AND
VALENTINE’S DAY AT LULU MALL
The magnificent LuLu Flower Fest was a treat to the
visual senses! Spread over 5 days, we had a lot of
activities including the Lulu Little Prince/Princess
contest which was well appreciated by the audience
and the mall was in full bloom like a royal garden!
Graced by the cast of Oru Adaar Love, the flower fest
had a grand inaugural function too.

AAMI - MOVIE PROMOTIONS AT LULU MALL

The cast and crew of the film Aami were at Lulu Mall for promotions. Check out this snapshot from the event.
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HAPPENINGS

CHRISTMAS SHOP & WIN –

Prize Distribution Ceremony

Actors Manju Warrier and Murali Gopi gave away prizes to the winners of the
Christmas-New Year Shop & Win contest conducted by Lulu Mall. Customers who
shopped for ` 2,500 on a single day took part in the 25 day lucky draw. Ammu
Balachandran, a homemaker from Kochi won the mega bumper prize - the latest
Ford EcoSport variant. James Manalel and Binoy, both from Kochi also won fully
paid family trips to a Club Mahindra resort in Kerala for 3 days.

LULU FIFTH
ANNIVERSARY
CELEBRATIONS

The retail revolution of Kerala
– Lulu Mall Kochi celebrated
its 5th anniversary with actor
Kunchacko Boban. As part of
the festivities, a grand, unique
musical night was organised
with popular music director
Gopi Sundar, singers Kavya Ajit,
Niranj Suresh, Afsal and crew.
Lulu India Director – Nishad M.A; Lulu Mall Business Head – Shibu Philips; Lulu Group Commercial
Manager – Sadik Kassim; Project Director – Babu Varghese; Lulu Celebrate Director – Ameen Sett;
Lulu Sparkys Director – Ambikapathy; Lulu Group Media Coordinator – N.B.Swaraj; Lulu Mall
Manager – Shereef K.K; Lulu Group Architect – Prasoon K.V; Senior Manager, Operations – Sameer
Verma; Senior Manager, Engineering – Prasad. P; and Safety & Security Manager – Sukumaran O joined
in the celebrations.
In the past 5 years, Lulu Mall has achieved one of the highest footfalls and trading density for any mall
in the country, creating innumerable milestones in Indian retail. 10 million customers and 15 million plus
vehicles have entered the mall so far. At the recent foundation stone laying ceremony of Lulu Mall –
Vizag, the Honorable Chief Minister of Andhra Pradesh - Chandra Babu Naidu, had compared the daily
footfalls of Lulu Mall to that of the Tirupati temple. Housing over 320 national and international brands
across 215 outlets, there’s a lot to look forward to at your favourite mall.
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‘HEY JUDE’ MOVIE
PROMOTIONS
Nivin Pauly and Trisha
promoted their movie ‘Hey
Jude’ at Lulu Mall.

CHRISTMAS@ LULU

Every year Lulu Mall hosts the city’s most popular & talked about Christmas
celebration with amazing themed décor, world class performances, celebrity visits
and customer incentive programme. The unique and vibrant Christmas decor added
charm to the ambience and the mall was buzzing with shop and win contests,
international performers, workshops, experience zones and much more. The LuLu
Christmas Carol Contest, held at LuLu Mall on 21st December was a cheerful
event filled with the spirit of Christmas which also saw a captivating performance
by an illusionist. The Christmas Inauguration was done by Actor Jaysurya and the
Aadu 2 movie team with complete merry making and LED hula hop performances,
unicyclist and clown performance. The New Year began with fireworks at Lulu
Mall. There was an exciting street performance that added to the fun.
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HAPPENINGS
SUMMER CAMP 2018

This year, the camp was aimed at creating an enjoyable experience for
children as they explored individual creativity, build self-confidence, learn
about physical wellbeing, make friends and acquire new skills.
Divided into 4 batches of 40 kids each , the 5 day camp from April 2nd to
April 20th, covered exciting activities that introduced children to improving
the state of the environment through recycling and water conservation. Other
fun activities included theatre, science experiments, creative painting, yoga,
dancing, cooking, puppet show, visit to Sparkys and much more. The last
day of the camp was made memorable with the summer camp graduation
ceremony along with activities for kids.

PETICHOR – WATER CONSERVATION AWARENESS
The Kochi Biennale Foundation and Lulu Mall hosted a video exhibition by artist Vipin Dhanurdharan
highlighting the importance of conserving water. The exhibition was officially inaugurated on the World Water
day by Shibu Philips – Business Head, Lulu Mall and Sudhesh Nair – Lulu Hypermarket General Manager in the
presence of the artist and Manju Sara Rajan of the Kochi Biennale Foundation. ‘Petrichor’, meaning the smell that
follows the first rain, is a video work that was curated by co-founder of the Kochi Biennale Foundation - Riyas
Komu. The attempt by Vipin Dhanurdharan is a video archive of a two month long performance act.
The association between the Lulu Group and the Kochi Biennale Foundation is entering its 6th year and through
this exhibit which was open every day till 8th April, both parties brought to light the grave water crisis situation
affecting the world right now.
Lulu Mall has adopted various measures to minimize water wastage. The entire waste water generated from Lulu
Mall is being recycled and is used for HVAC, flushing and gardening. If balance waste water is available, earth
recharging is executed in the premises through soak pits. The mall has also been actively harvesting rain water.
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Shibu Philips,
Business Head – Lulu Mall
distributing certificates to the
Participant of the painting and
drawing exhibition held at Lulu Mall.

Children
participating
in the painting
and drawing
exhibition held at
Lulu Mall.

PAINTING COMPETITION HELD BY THE RUSSIAN
CENTRE OF SCIENCE & CULTURE

The Indian Association of Russian Compatriots jointly with the Russian Centre
of Science and Culture in New Delhi, conducted a painting and drawing
exhibition for children at Lulu Mall recently. The contest which was open to boys
and girls in the age categories of under 5 years; 6 to 8 years; 9 to 13 years and 14
to 19 years, witnessed participation from children of several Russian nationals
from different parts of Kerala along with local talent.
The topic of the painting competition was ‘Russia – love beyond borders’.
All children who participated in the program were awarded with certificates
of participation by Shibu Philips, Business Head – Lulu Mall along with
Swaraj N.B – Media Head, Lulu and Alyona Earath, the organizer of the event.
Certificates of recognition and prizes were awarded to winners of outstanding
works, which were shortlisted for the final judgement taking place in Delhi.
The selected works from the competitions being held across the country will
be displayed on the website of the Indian Association of Russian Compatriots
http://iarcindia.org.
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STAR

Interview: Riya Sonny Datson
Photography: Shafi Shakkeer
Location: Prime Décor
Styling and Art: Akhil
Anandan & Savad
Make Up: Subi Ganesh
Costume Courtesy:
North Republic,
Lulu Fashion Store
Accessories Courtesy: Lulu
Fashion Store, Aldo, Vision
Opticals
Footwear: Aldo, Lulu Mall,
Lulu Fashion Store
Image Retouching:
Jineesh Boss
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TAKING
ON THE
REIGNS
WHEN LOOKING BACK, HOW DO
YOU THINK YOUR JOURNEY AS AN
ACTOR HAS TAKEN SHAPE?
Like any new actor in the industry, it was
a step by step climb for me too. For a start,
I just wanted a role in good Cinema, after
which I started looking for a break – a
chance to perform. Then came the yearning
for a lead role, a search for a director and
team who were willing to trust me with
the responsibility. The journey was indeed
a tough one especially because it was a
tremendous struggle and a lone one at that.
But I am happy that through it all, I have
survived and reached where I am today. I
know hits are not permanent and thankfully,
I always try to focus on critical acclaim and
performance related roles. More than the
profits in production, I always hope and pray
that there are no losses, because at the end of
the day, people cast you in the lead because

they trust you. I am indebted to people who
have had the faith in me and have stood by
me and most importantly, I owe it to the
audience who have accepted me.
WITHOUT A BACKGROUND IN
CINEMA, IT IS TOUGH TO SURVIVE
IN THE FILM INDUSTRY. WHAT
PROMPTED YOU TO TAKE THE
LEAP?
I have always had a love for cinema. When
we were kids, not a single weekend passed
when we didn’t watch movies. I used to love
visiting shooting locations, to watch stars
perform and thoroughly enjoyed reading
about Cinema. Even after I got hired, during
my break, I used to always Google and do
research on the theory behind cinema! I was
inspired by real life stories of stars like Mark
Wahlberg, Sylvester Stallone and Arnold
Schwarzenegger who proved that you could

It has definitely not been
all sunshine and smooth
sailing for this young
star. With no roots in the
industry, his journey has
had to brace its fair share
of rough weather. But
through it all, the burning
fire within him has been
his strong passion for
Cinema! His versatile
acting skills have always
won him much critical
acclaim. With back to back
hits, this handsome ‘Greek
God of Mollywood’
stands poised to take on
his reigns! RITZ is in
conversation with the
hot Macho man, Tovino
Thomas, who just made
his debut in Tamil Cinema!
Interview:
RIYA SONNY DATSON
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STAR
succeed through sheer hard work and dedication. I knew at the
bottom of my heart that Cinema was my passion and that I couldn’t
survive doing a job that I didn’t enjoy.
HOW DID YOU PREPARE YOURSELF TO FOLLOW YOUR
PASSION?
I should say, there were two main life changing events for me. The
first was when I was a 12 year old. I was facing some health issues
and was admitted at CMC Vellore for a period of 4 months and it
felt like a period of self-introspection. I had been an introvert since
childhood and that was the time when I felt I needed to change,
I was determined to push myself out of my shell. Amazingly,
once I got back to school, everyone felt I had indeed changed.
It was literally a character transformation. I soon became the
assistant school leader, a sports champion and the school leader
consecutively for the next three years. I won subtitles at the Mr.
Thrissur competition and later became Mr. University while at
college.
The next life changing event was when I got hired right after
college. I was stuck in a cubicle all by myself again and I had
enough time to think about my future. I knew I had to at least try
following my dream. I decided to give it a shot and once I got a
role in a film, I gathered courage to resign and follow my passion.
Unfortunately, that role didn’t work out and I was really hurt and
disappointed then but looking back now, I feel it was a blessing in
disguise.
HOW DOES IT FEEL TO BE CALLED THE ‘GREEK GOD
OF MOLLYWOOD’ OR ‘THE MOST DESIRABLE MAN’?
It definitely feels good and I am happy when someone compliments
me but I am aware of my strengths and weaknesses and so I don’t
give it too much thought.
HOW HAS LIFE CHANGED WITH THE CELEBRITY
STATUS?
As far as my friends and family are considered, I am no celebrity.
The Tovino I know has never changed. I think it is the way you are
perceived that changes. I have always felt that people around me
have changed. For example, now, I don’t think I have the freedom
to crack the same joke in the same manner as I did when I first
started out. I would be criticised and would come under the scanner.
But I still enjoy doing all the things that I used to do. My friends
still treat me the same way except that, now they have the added
excitement to watch the first day first show of my new releases.
I still go cycling, hang around with my friends, visit their homes
and grab a snack from their kitchen. There are changes in terms of
privacy but I always knew it was a part of the game!
DO YOU GET TO SPEND TIME WITH YOUR FAMILY
AMIDST YOUR BUSY SCHEDULES?
I admit that there has to be a lot of extra effort. But whenever
possible, I try to take them to my shooting location or try to spend
as much time as possible with them when I am not doing films.
They also understand my pressures and know that I will make it
up to them. The fact is Cinema will not wait for anyone and you
have to make yourself available when it is ready. I am a person who
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RAPID FIRE:

Challenge:
Is creating hits and being a part of good movies
Inspiration: Is all around
Dream role: Would be to portray a role that would
be a dream for others
Interests: Experiential travel and adventure sports
Favourite Dish: Any dish that has Chicken as an
ingredient
Favourite Movie: Into the Wild
Memorable Holiday: Rishikesh and the mysterious
Himalayas
Style Statement: Dressing to the occasion and
being comfortable

possibly because both of us are from
Thrissur. So I was very comfortable
working with her, Kamal Sir and the entire
crew.
THE SONGS AND TRAILERS OF
YOUR LATEST FLICK, ‘THEEVANDI’
ARE ALL OVER SOCIAL MEDIA.
ALTHOUGH YOU ARE PORTRAYING
A CHAIN SMOKER, YOU LOOK
REFRESHINGLY YOUNG IN THE
MOVIE THAT IS SET IN A RURAL
BACKDROP…TELL US ABOUT IT.
In Theevandi, I had to portray a young man
who is from a village, so I had to work
really hard to lose weight and bring in the
‘Naadan’ feel. As the smoking scenes had
to be captured from different angles and
over different shots, I have no clue how
many cigarettes I smoked for the shoot but
I had to do it since it was required as a part
of the film. I went for health check-up post
the shoot, and thankfully, it doesn’t seem
to have had much effect. The story is set
in a rural backdrop and has many elements
like romance, comedy and politics. The
director of the movie, Fellini, is a very
good friend of mine and I have known him
for a very long time. So we were like a
bunch of friends having a lot of fun while
working on the movie. I am sure you would
understand it when you watch the movie.

respects my work and my team and I don’t like to be the reason for any delays. I am not
comfortable with the idea of people waiting for me.
YOUR IDEA OF RELAXATION?
My idea of relaxation would be to laze around, eating yummy home cooked food, reading
a good book and sipping good coffee on a rainy day. I enjoy solitude and taking a break at
home.
AMIDST ALL THE CONTROVERSY ABOUT MISOGYNY AND PATRIARCHY IN
MOVIES, YOU ARE ONE OF THE FEW ACTORS WHO HAVE SUCCESSFULLY
PORTRAYED STRONG CHARACTERS IN WOMEN CENTRIC FILMS LIKE
AAMI OR GODHA. IS THAT INTENTIONAL?
I always focus on good scripts and of course the relevance of my role in the movie. If there
is scope for performance, I would be happy to take it up. I have important women in my life
too like my mother, sister, wife and daughter and I respect men and women equally. So the
fact that a movie is ‘woman centric’ is irrelevant to me.
HOW WAS THE EXPERIENCE WORKING WITH MANJU WARRIER IN AAMI?
I have known her for quite some time now. We had a good rapport from the beginning,

HOW DOES IT FEEL TO BE
WORKING IN KOLLYWOOD?
It is great to be working in a new industry.
I always try to make new friends and create
a comfort zone where ever I go. Maybe
the canvas and characters I portray maybe
different but the way I work with my team
remains the same.
UPCOMING PROJECTS…
‘Maradona’ is ready for release soon. Apart
from that, we have resumed shoot for
Maari 2 and am also shooting for Director
Madhupal’s ‘Oru Kuprasidha Payyan’.
There is another film in the pipeline but it
hasn’t been officially announced yet.
YOUR LEARNINGS FROM
CINEMA...
My biggest learning would be how to act!
Though, through the years, I have learnt
and grown a lot as an actor, I still feel I am
just a student of Cinema and I have a long
way to go!
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FASHION

ON A
ROLL!

She’s like the pretty girl next
door who is always cheerful
and ready with a smile! Her
career in Mollywood started
with ‘Kalikaalam’ and she
went on to do many memorable
roles in movies like ‘Jawan Of
Vellimala’, ‘North 24 Kaatham’,
‘Annmariya Kalippilanu’ and now
‘Vishwasapoorvam Mansoor’.
It has not been a cake walk for
this young actress who learnt the
ropes the hard way! RITZ gets into
a candid conversation with the
gorgeous actress, Leona Lishoy as
she talks of her movies, interests,
dreams and marriage!

Text:
RIYA SONNY DATSON
Photography:
SHAFI SHAKKEER
Venue:
LE MARITIME, VYPIN
Styling:
JOBINA VINCENT & DHANYA
Hair and Make Up:
PANACHE HAIR, SKIN & BRIDAL
LOUNGE
Wardrobe Courtesy:
MARKS AND SPENCER
Footwear and Accessories:
ALDO, STEVE MADDEN

CORPORATE CHIC
The dusty pink round neck shell top has
been paired with Mahogany treggings.
The Steve Madden sling bag and Aldo
Stilettos completes the look.
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Did you have any inhibitions doing the role
of a mom in Ann Mariya Kalippilanu?
I just wanted to do good characters and
I never really had any insecurities doing
the role. When Sunny Wayne casually
mentioned about the role, I instantly liked
it and wanted to do it. At first, even the
director had his doubts for he felt that I
looked too young. And for a moment, I
wasn’t sure too but after trying out a couple
of scenes, the director seemed happy with
my performance and I felt comfortable. Ann
Mariya Kalippilanu had a young crew and
I totally enjoyed working with the team. It
was indeed a good break for me!
How has your dad, Lishoy, influenced your
career?
Well, my dad was never really a typical
‘Cinema’ guy as one would expect. His
friends were mostly within his theatre group
and when it came to the film industry, he
always had very professional ties. During
my childhood, I don’t remember having his
friends coming home for movie discussions
or my going to a shooting location. In fact,
he never expected me to enter the film field
at all. It just happened that I was offered a
good role and we decided to give it a shot.
And fortunately for me, it clicked!
RUFFLED BEAUTY
The Mustard tunic dress looks
stunning when paired with
the Steve Madden high neck
leather boots. The golden bead
embellished leather sling bag
and matching jewelry by Aldo
ups her style quotient

RAPID FIRE:
>
>
>
>
>
>

Favourite Colour: Peach
Beauty secret: Natural home remedies
I can’t do without: Kajal
Favourite perfume: Japanese Blossom by The Body Shop
Interests: Driving and Sketching Wall Art
In my bag always: A Hand sanitizer

What are your criteria for choosing roles?
I have come to realise that there should be
at least two strong points when you choose
a project. Apart from the script and the
director, the production banner is equally
important. There is no point in jumping at a
good script if the production house doesn’t
have the capacity to release the movie. Your
work has to reach the audience!
Dream Role?
Dream role would be to do a dance based
movie where I get to play the role of a
Bharatnatyam dancer!
Tell us about your upcoming projects.
‘Maradona’ is ready for release, the film
has Tovino Thomas doing the lead role.
Apart from that, we are wrapping up with
‘Kidu’. I will be joining Kunchacko Boban’s
next flick that is being directed by Soumya
Sadanandan.
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SPECIAL

LULU HYPERMARKET

R E S TA U R A N T S
Lulu Iftar festival from 17th May 2018 to 17th June 2018

BLOOMSBURY’S CAFÉ

COMBO FOR 2 OFFER Arabic spiced chicken - 1 no (Pizza); Half
a Dozen Falafel - 1 no (Small Plates); Any
Aerated drinks - 2 no’s worth ` 890 at
only ` 499 (Plus taxes);
T & C Apply

GALITOS

Iftar Platter – Get a Full chicken (Grilled)
with 4 aerated drinks, 4 Sides of your
choice & a garlic bread only at
` 999 (Plus taxes)

Passion Fruit Sharbath
Dates
Choco Chip Cookies
Ginger Tea

CALICUT PARAGON
Iftar Package
@ ` 175 Plus GST Per Pax
Karaka - (Dry Dates)
Chicken Samoosa / Erachi Pathiri
Unnakaaya / Pazham Pori
Ela Ada / Chatty Pathiri
Kunji Pathiri / Erachi Choru
Fresh Juices
Cut Fruits
Thari Kanji
T & C Apply

ANJAPPAR CHETTINADU
RESTAURANT
COMBO – 1   		
(`199)
Mutton Kanji
Veg Samosa With Sweet Tamrind Chutney
Puthina Thuvayal
Fruit Salad
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COMBO – 2    		
(` 229)
Mutton Kanji
Pulka – 2 Pcs
Mix Veg Curry
Onion Bajji With Mint Chutney
Elaneer Payasam
Puthina Thuvayal
Dates
Choco Chip Cookies
Ginger Tea
COMBO – 3   		
Mutton Kanji
Tandoori Leg 1 Pcs
Butter Naan
Dal Butter Fry
Pototo Bajji
Puthina Thuvayal
Dates
Nannari Sharbath
Milk Biscuit
Filter Cofee

(` 249)

PIZZA HUT

Iftar Unlimited pizza party starts at
` 199.
Select pan pizza from the following :
Veggie feast & Country Feast
@ ` 199
Chicken Tikka Chicken Pepperoni
@ ` 249
Add unlimited pepsi at ` 99
T & C Apply

KFC

Super Sixes - 18 pc chicken @ ` 499
( 4 hot & Crispy, 6 hot Wings and 8
boneless strips chicken)

MCDONALDS

COMBO 1 - 8 pc chicken wings + 2 coke
for ` 300
COMBO 2 - 2 small coke + 2 spicy
chicken burger + 1 chicken wing ( 2 pcs) +
1 medium fries for ` 381

FOOD COURT
Lulu Iftar festival from 17th May 2018 to 17th June 2018

KOBE SIZZLERS

RAMADAN DELIGHT COMBO OFFER
1) Fresh Lime+Mutton Cutlet with
chips+1 Chicken Sizzler of your choice
+ Sizzling brownie @ ` 699
2) FreshLime+Grilled Chicken chips +1
Sea food /Lamb/Chef special sizzler of
your choice+Any desert @ ` 729
3) KOBE IFTAR DAMMAKA-Buy any
two kobe sizzler and get 20% off on third
one.
4) GRAND RAMADAN PLATTER
OFFER-Buy any two kobe platter and get
50% off on dessert.
5) GREAT KOBE IFTAR DEAL - Get
10% off on every bill over ` 1000

VAZHAYILA

Dates, Lime Juice, Cut Fruits,
any snacks @ ` 99

CHIC KING

Porridge + Regular Fries +Dates +1/2 L
Mineral Water At ` 99

ZAKI

Water, Dates,Cut fruits,Juice,Snacks,Mini
roll, Tikka rice,2pcs Kuboos,Garlic paste,
Pc Alfaham @ ` 199

BTH

COMBO 1: Any 1 Dosa ( Masala dosa,
Paper Dosa , Butter Dosa , Butter masala )
+ 1 single snack + lime juice +dates + cut
fruits + Thari Kanji at ` 230.
COMBO 2: Channa Batura + 1 single
snack + lime juice +dates + cut fruits +
Thari Kanji at ` 250
COMBO 3: Dates + cut fruits + lime juice
+ Thari Kanji + Single Snack at ` 100

SFC PLUS

Buy 8 Pcs Chicken and Get 4 Pcs free OR
Buy 8 Pcs Chicken and Get a Medium
Pizza Free( Veg-Supreme Veggi Lover/
Non-Veg Chicken Bbq)

NILA

Masala Aleesa - ` 75 + tax.
Masala Aleesa + Dates(2) + Lime Juice
Combo - ` 100 + tax.

NOODLE KING

SUBWAY

10% off on all bills

DONER KABAB

COMBO 1: Lemon juice, dates,
Pineapple, Water melon, Shamam, Thari
Kanji, Non-sweet Kanji, Kokovada at
` 140
COMBO 2: Lemon juice, Alfham
(single), dates, Pineapple, Water melon,
Shamam, Thari Kanji, Non-sweet Kanji,
Kokovada at ` 330
COMBO 3: Alfham, lemon juice, dates,
pineapple, water melon, shamam, Thari
Kanji, Non-sweet kanji, kokovada at
` 740

On minimum order of ` 350 get a
soup free

DOMINOS PIZZA

2 Pizzas starting at Regular size @
` 99 + taxes
and Medium size at ` 199+ taxes.
T&C apply
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SPECIAL

CAFÉ & ICE CREAMS
Lulu Iftar festival from 17th May 2018 to 17th June 2018

COFFEE CLUB

PLANET POPCORN

Dates + Thari Kanji @ ` 50. Iftar combo
@ ` 90 only (dates, Water melon cuts
Yellow Banana, Chicken cutlet / Veg
Samosa, Thari Kanji )

*Buy for ` 500 and get a popcorn cupcake
absolutely free ( popcorn cupcake
introduced first time in india )

PULP FACTORY / TEA STOP

(Popcorn cupcakes , varities of popcorns,
dates filled with popcorn worth ` 249
absolutely free.

Dates + 1 Juice + 1 Tea + 2
Snacks + 1 Fruit Bowl + 1 Small
Scoop Vanilla Ice Cream @ ` 300
Snacks Options: 1 Veg (Veg Samosa,
Pathiri, Uzhunnuvada, Parippu Vada) +
1 Non Veg - (Non Veg Samosa, Chicken
Cutlet)

COLD STONE CREAMERY

Get 3 Signature creations (Ice creams) at
` 399 only (Plus taxes)

CAFÉ COFFEE DAY

OFFER 1: Cappuccino/Filter Coffee +
Chilli Cheese Toastizza/Garlic Bread at
only ` 150 (Save ` 58)
OFFER 2: Cappuccino/Filter Coffee +
Classic Burger/Sandwich; Add ` 10 for
non-veg (Save ` 57)
OFFER 3: Café Frappe + Classic Burger/
Sandwich at ` 209 - Add ` 10 for non-veg)
(Save ` 98)

NATURAL ICE CREAM

Get ` 10 off on double scoop ice
cream (cup & cone)

AMUL ICE CREAMS

10% discount on all purchases above
` 500
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*Buy for ` 1000 , get an iftar kit

*Buy 2 medium packs & get a small pack
of any regular flavour free

MERRIBOY

` 10 off on all premium scoops

COSTA COFFEE

1) Get a muffin starting worth ` 159
at ` 109 + tax only
2) Get a (cappuccino + ice cappuccino)
+ muffin (any) at only ` 209
3) Get a muffin starting worth ` 159
at ` 109 + tax only

SPOTLIGHT

W

MEN’S
DAY OUT

with LULU LOYALTY

The Women’s Wednesday program is an initiative by, Lulu Mall which rewards 50 lady members of
the Lulu Loyalty program every Wednesday , any lady who shops in Lulu on Wednesday and uploads
the bill on Lulu‘s app based Lulu Loyalty Program stand a chance to win exciting gifts and gifts
vouchers. Lulu chooses lucky ladies are choosen every week based on an automatic random draw.
Lulu Happiness catches up with three such winners, who share their experience of shopping at Lulu
and being a Loyalty member.
Interview: RIYA SONNY DATSON | Photography: ANOOP |
Hair and Make Up: FEMY ANTONY

LIZY

“I really enjoy shopping at Lulu Mall as it has a
wonderful ambience and it is very convenient to
shop as we have all the major brands under one
roof. Lulu is the only mall in Kochi that offers
so many branded products. I am a Lulu Loyalty
member too and I have won many gifts as a part
of the program. My husband and granddaughter,
Rachel are also big fans of Lulu. If I need to get
anything done by her, all I need to do is promise a
trip to Lulu!”
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VALSA

“Whenever my friends and relatives come
home, we always make a visit to Lulu Mall.
It’s a great place to shop and we enjoy the
experience. I visit the mall every Wednesday,
especially since they have the Women’s
Wednesday program and I am a member of the
Lulu loyalty program. I live close to Lulu and I
think this is the most convenient place to shop!”
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SPOTLIGHT

MABLE

“When we were in Muscat a couple of years ago, we always shopped
at Lulu. Once we returned to Kochi, it was a pleasant surprise to
know Lulu Mall is here too. We like everything about Lulu – it has
entertainment, food court, movies, shopping, children’s play area - all
under one roof! I do most of my shopping from Lulu and my friends
and I often prefer to spend our day there. The Lulu loyalty program
is a wonderful initiative and it gives us the incentive to shop at our
favourite brands!”
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TRENDING IN

KASHMIR
PAPIER
MACHE

HANDMADE
PURSE
AND BAGS

SAFFRON

Shop for an exotic array
of handicraft and gifts
including ones made of
Kashmir papier-mâché,
Pashmina apparel and more
at Arabian Souk

OUD
Brand: ARABIAN SOUK,
Second Floor, Lulu Mall
Prices on request.

PASHMINA
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SPOTLIGHT

MOST
MEMORABLE
TRIPS by
CELEBS

Anitha Kholay,

Award-winning Car Rallyist
London & Scotland - these
two cities will always be
at the top of my travel
list...I am in awe of the
unparalleled charm of these
two cities and each time
I go there, I find enough
ways to be lost in something
that creates that magic!
London is known for its
architecture and endless
tourist attractions... also
I can’t get enough of the
ways to splurge in London.
I am in love with Scotland’s
mysterious and scenic nature
and the gothic beauty of this
place is just undeniable and
spectacular.

Sayanora
Philip, Singer
Angana Roy, Actor
I love Leh-Ladakh. It almost feels like you
are in heaven. The clouds literally touch
the earth. Everything there is amazing - the
Tibetan culture, monasteries and scarce
population. It’s a great escape from the
noisy hustle and bustle of citylife. I also love
Amsterdam for its nightlife and festivities. I
also love the beautiful canals and water routes
which are truly unique.
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I love traveling and I have
truly enjoyed my trips to
Paris, Venice, Maldives
and South Africa to name a
few favourite destinations.
In India, I love holidaying
in the beautiful valley of
Manali and Udaipur, the
‘Venice of the East’.

Veena Jain,

Mrs India Globe Classic
I went to Italy this month. Although I’ve been to to Italy
many times and it’s my favourite place in the whole world,
this time I visited a small countryside in Italy called
Casteggio which is a one-hour drive from Milan. I stayed
in a beautiful property called Prime Alture wine resort in
Casteggio that is known for wine cultivation. Interestingly,
they also grow this special grass to feed the cows to make
Parmesan cheese which is delicious and fresh. I even visited
the chocolate factory there and loved it.

Parvatii Nair,

Actor and model

Soumya Sadanandan,
Film director

My most memorable holiday destination would
have to be Wayanad. Nature in her purest form
and in all her glory can be witnessed in the
enchanting hills of Wayanad.

Having grown up in cities
and being an NRI and having
travelled to many countries,
nature and water are what
excite me the most. While
most vacations have been
with family there was one
where I was by myself. I was
shooting in the backwaters of
Alleppey in Kerala and I liked
it so much that I extended
my stay as I wanted to spend
more time by myself at the
houseboat. I wanted to enjoy
the fresh sea food and also
the natural beauty of Kerala.
It’s been one of my most
memorable trips.
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SPOTLIGHT

Bhaavna Arora, Author

Out of the seven continents in the world, I’ve travelled to at least one
country in each and mostly solo. One place that I can never take out of
my head and would want to go again and again is Lucerne in Switzerland
that sits at open Lake Lucerne surrounded by snow-capped mountains. If
you like hiking, Mount Pilatus and Rigi are a must. Take a cruise on Lake
Lucerne. Lion monument is a major tourist attraction. And don’t forget to
get your own cow bell!

Rima Kallingal,

Actor
I am a huge fan of ‘Game of Thrones’
and so, Malta tops my list of ‘Places
to Visit’. One of my most memorable
holidays would be the trip to Italy. I
absolutely enjoyed the Tuscany Wine
trail and I remember the beautiful
medieval towns there - Siena and San
Miniato. They were picturesque, quiet
and absolutely charming.

Roopamouli Mysore,
Mrs Global International

Moscow the alpha global city of Russia is my favourite
travel destination on two counts - one it earmarked
my journey at the Mrs Global International pageant
where I won the crown in the classic category and the
second, it being the glorious and the greenest capital
of the world seeped in history, marvellous architecture
and culture, was in sync with my ideologies. Peterhof
in St Petersburg is another of my favourite. The lavish
luxury of the summer palace, the magical gardens, the
ornate fountains, the monarch’s wealth and taste are
beautifully seen in every nook and corner. A glorious
place to travel and experience indeed.
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“Sweat
is
Sexy”

TRENDING IN
One of the most recent entrants into Lulu
Mall, Alcis is an authentic sportswear
brand. Alcis was born to celebrate
uniqueness and authenticity when it comes
to performance and sports. The brand is
loyal to newness and modernity, and is for
those who believe in celebrating fitness
and sports. Alcis has been chiseled with
a belief that raced ahead to become a
global youth lingo, belief in a breed which
believes that “Sweat is Sexy”.
Alcis offers fitness gear, which is an
electrifying mix of technology and
fashion, both for Men and Women.The
portfolio spread across the categories like
- Running, Training, Yoga, Soccer and
Tennis.
Alcis highlights the fitness factor and
bridges the gap between high-end and
affordable without compromising with the
quality of the basic amenities. It’s a brand
that largely uses autogenesis amenities
from yarn to processing. Alcis is for the
youth, yet for all. Classic in its ways,
tough for the trainer and accelerator for
the runner.

Second Floor, Lulu Mall.
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ON STANDS NOW

CULTURE

South India's Fastest Growing Lifestyle Website

visit:www.ritzmagazine.in
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FASHI
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O
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STORE LOCATOR
BRAND NAME

FLOOR

ANCHOR STORE
Lulu Hypermarket ............. Ground
BANK
Doha Bank ......................... First
Federal Bank ....................Second

BEAUTY & WELLNESS
Ajmal perfumes ...............Ground
Forest Essentials ................Ground
Colorbar ............................ Ground
Faces ................................... Ground
The Body Shop ................. Ground
Kama Ayurveda ............... Ground
Kaya Skin Clinic ............... First
Aroma Thai ....................... Second
Femine Glow ..................... Second
Toni & Guy ........................ Second
Health & Glow ................. Second
Spices India.........................Second
Oudh Al Arab.................... Second
Make up Studio.................. Second
Bhipha Ayurveda............... Second
BOOKS/GIFTS
William Penn...................... Ground
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Archies................................ Second
Crossword...........................Second
DC Books............................ Second
Photo Express..................... Second
CAFE/RESTAURANT
Costa Coffee.................... Ground
Coldstone Creamery....... Ground
Mc Donalds ....................... Ground
Amul Ice Creams.............. First
Café Coffee Day............... First
Calicut Paragon ................ F/S/T
Anjappar.............................. Second
Bloomsbury’s Cafe............ Second
Punjab Grill*....................... Second
Burger King ....................... Third
Galitos.................................. Third
KFC ..................................... Third
Maharaja Bhog.................. Third
Pizza Hut ............................ Third
Yellow Chilli........................ Third
Coffee Club........................ Third
CINEMA
PVR ...................................... Second

DENIMS & CASUALS
Calvin Klein Jeans .......... Ground
Lee ...................................... First
Levis ................................... First
LP Sport.............................. First
Pepe ................................... First
Spykar ................................ First
Wrangler ........................... First
DEPARTMENT STORE
Marks N Spencer............... Ground
Westside..............................Ground
Lulu Fashion ....................... First
ENTERTAINMENT
Amusement ....................... Third 		
Rebound.............................. Third
Bowling Alley ................... Third 		
Ice Skating Rink................. Third 		
Sparkys............................... Third		
Video Games ................... Third 		
5D Cinema ........................ Third
EYE WEAR
Sunglass Hut....................... Ground
Lens and Frames .............. First
Lens Magic ........................ Second
FASHION ACCESSORIES
Accessorize........................ Ground
Swarovski............................ Ground
Levis Accessories.............. First		
Sia Art Jewellery............... First		
Rubans................................. First
Addons Women................ Second
Ethnik................................... Second
Johns.................................... Second
Kushals................................ Second

FOOD COURT
Baskin Robins .................... Third
Bread World ......................Third 		
BTH ...................................... Third 		
Chicking ............................ Third
Domino’s Pizza.................. Third
Doner Kabab .................... Third
Fort Kitchen ....................... Third
Kailash Parbat ................... Third 		
Kobe Sizzlers .................... Third 		
Meriiboy Ice Cream........ Third 		
Natural Ice cream ............ Third 		
Nila ..................................... Third 		
Noodle King ..................... Third 		
Pulp Factory ....................... Third 		
Subway................................ Third		
Southern Fried Chicken.. Third 		
Tea Stop ............................. Third		
WOW Momos .................. Third 		
Vazhayila............................ Third 		
Zaki ..................................... Third 		
Ibaco.................................... Third 		
Nagas...................................Third
FOOTWEAR/BAGS
Hidesign............................. Ground
Steve Madden.................... Ground
Aldo..................................... Ground
Kompanero......................... Ground
Baggit ................................. First
BATA .................................. First 		
Caprese.............................. First
Doc & Mark ...................... First 		
Footin .................................. First 		
Hush Puppies .................... First 		
Inc.5.................................... First
Metro .................................. First
Mochi.................................. First
Red tape.............................. First
Woodland .......................... First
Bulchee................................ Second
Clarks.................................. Second
Columbia............................. Second
Crocs................................... Second
Vans..................................... Second

Sylcon.................................. Second
Converse............................. Second
HEALTH & WELLNESS
Cosmed Shoppe................ Ground
Beurer ................................. Second
HOLIDAYS
Club Mahindra ..................Second
HOME/LIFESTYLE
Chumbak............................. First
Bombay Dyeing................. Second
Fantasia Style Club............ Second
Howards Storage World.. Second
Crocurry.com..................... Second

Konfo.................................... Ground
Liso....................................... Ground
Vivo..................................... Ground
Amshe................................. Ground
Ayesha................................ Ground
Floweringo.......................... Ground
Damini................................ First
Go Colors.......................... First
Skinn Titan.......................... First
Top Grain............................ First
Flip Flop Hub....................... First
Abhiman Craft.................. Second
Emmi................................... Second
MacV.................................... Second
Red Moments.................... Second
Johns................................... Second
Rollsberg............................. Third
House of Candy................. Third
Belgian waffles.................. Third
LINGERIE & INNER WEAR
Jockey ................................ First
Zivame................................ First

JEWELLERY
Josco ................................... Ground
Joy Alukkas ....................... Ground
Malabar Gold ................... Ground
KIDS WEAR
Allen Solly Junior.............. Second
Benetton Kids .................... Second
Gini n Jony ....................... Second
Kair...................................... Second
Mother Care...................... Second
The Chidren’s Place........ Second
Tommy Hilfiger Kids........ Second
US Polo Kids...................... Second
Firstcry.com.................... Second
KIOSK
Idea...................................... Basement
Planet Popcorn.................. Basement
Lotus.................................... Ground
Peora................................... Ground
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MEN’S FASHION
Jack & Jones ..................... Ground
Rare Rabbit......................... Ground
Wrogn.................................. Ground
Basics ................................. First
Blackberrys Casuals....... First
Celio ................................... First
ColorPlus ............................ First
Creyate............................... First
Indian Terrain.................... First
Louis Philippe .................... First
Manyavar .......................... First
Mufti ................................... First
Park Avenue........................ First
Peter England ................... First
Raymonds ......................... First
Raymond MTM................... First

Identiti.................................. Second
Fabindia............................... First

SPORTS WEAR
Adidas Home Court......... Second
Adidas Orginals............... Second
Asics................................... Second
Nike .................................... Second
Puma .................................. Second
Skechers............................. Second
Reebok................................ Second
Alcis.................................... Second
TOYS
Hamleys.............................. Second
TRAVEL/LUGGAGE
Samsonite........................... Ground
American Tourister.......... First
Safari .................................. First
VIP Lounge.......................... First
Wildcraft............................. Second

V Dot.................................. First
Zodiac................................ First
Van Heusen ...................... First
MOBILE/ELECTRONICS
Apple Imagine Store ....... First
Lulu Connect ..................... Second
Oppo................................... Second
Samsung Mobile .............. Second
Techlink .............................. Second
True Tek.............................. Second
Zahra Phones .................... Second
MONEY EXCHANGE
Lulu Forex............................ Ground
Thomas Cook ................... Ground
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UNISEX FASHION
Splash.................................. Ground
Tommy Hilfiger ................ Ground
Nautica................................ Ground
Gas...................................... Ground
Allen solly ........................ First
Arrow.................................. First
Aeropostale........................ First
Being Human .................... First
Flying Machine.................. First
Scullers, Indigo Nation..... First
UCB ..................................... First
US Polo .............................. First
Wills Lifestyle ................... First
Burgoyne ........................... Second
MCR .................................... Second
Navigator ........................... Second
All........................................ Second

WATCHES
Fossil..................................... Ground
Rado ................................... Ground
Swiss Watch Boutique..... Ground
Tissot ................................. Ground
Casio ................................. First
Citizen .............................. First
Fastrack.............................. First
Seiko ................................... First
Timex .................................. First
Titan .................................... First
WOMEN’S FASHION
And .................................... Ground
Vero Moda ....................... Ground
Cover Story......................... Ground
Forever New....................... Ground
Imara.................................... Ground
Lulu Celebrate.................... G/F/S
Aurelia................................. First
Biba ..................................... First
Global Desi ....................... First
Anu Reshma Label M....... First
Mantra ................................ First
Soch .................................... First
W.......................................... First
Yavonne .............................. Second
Arabian Souk..................... Second

info@skandaretail.co.in

